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W I N T E R  W A R N I N G
T H E  L O N G W A V E  E C O N O M I C  A N D  F I N A N C I A L  C Y C L E

“It ain’t over ‘ti l  it ’s over.”

Yogi Berra, New York Yankee – Hall of Famer

Everyone of any importance is telling you that ‘it is over;’ 

‘It’ being the “Great Recession.”  A recent headline in The 

Financial Times read, “Upbeat Signals on the Economy.” 

The story began, “The Chairman of the US Federal Reserve and 
the head of one of the country’s biggest banks struck a bullish tone 
on the economy yesterday, hailing stronger spending by business-
es and consumers as a harbinger of domestic recovery.”

“Using similar language in separate venues, Ben Bernanke and Ja-
mie Dimon,  JPMorgan Chase’s chief executive, played down fears 
of a return to sluggish growth and reinforced investors’ optimism on 
the resilience of the US economy.”  In the Financial Times, Thurs-
day, April 15, 2010,  Mr. Dimon was quoted in the same article that, 
“he harboured hopes of a strong recovery.” 

In an April 2, 2010 interview with Bloomberg TV, Tim Geithner, 
Treasury Secretary said that “the economy is definitely getting 
stronger.”  In like vein, Larry Summers, the White House econom-
ic advisor and director of President Obama’s National Economic 
Council, said in an interview on ABC’s ‘This Week’ programme on 
April 4, 2010: “Now that the process of job creation has started, we 
expect it will accelerate.”

Meanwhile, the principal creator of the debt bubble, Alan Greens-
pan on the same ABC programme said: “There’s a momentum 
building up which is really just the beginning, and it’s got away to 
go. Spending on equipment is coming back in a fairly substantial 
way and there’s a shortage of inventories out there and we’re on 
the edge of significant build-up.”  A Bloomberg Business Week ar-
ticle on April 25, 2010  states, if he couldn’t see a bubble how can 
he see a recovery?

President Obama on ‘60 Minutes’ on December 13, 2009, credits 
his stimulus programme with re-igniting the economy:  “What we 
now know, and every economist who’s looked at it will acknowl-
edge this, is that the stimulus helped us stem the panic and get the 
economy growing again.”

Christine Romer, the President’s chief economist supports the 
President’s view. She recently said the stimulus had helped spur 
the economy.  On NBC’s Meet Press she said: “It has absolutely 
supported unemployed workers, it has absolutely helped state and 
local governments.” Bloomberg Businessweek, April 25, 2010.

Here in Canada, the press is simply gushing with superlatives for 
our economy - “The economy is in overdrive, growing faster than 
anyone expected.  Spending, housing starts and job creation are 
surging. The upswing has forecasters revising projections, saying 
Canada is moving from recovery to expansion.” The Globe and 
Mail, Saturday March 27, 2010.

However, we know with a high degree of certainty that it’s not over 
and things are going to get much worse. The ‘great recession’ 
will soon be recognized as the ‘greatest depression’.  It will be far 
worse than the ‘dirty thirties,’ because debt is far greater today than 
it was then and far more international in scope.  We know that we 
are in the 4th. Kondratieff winter and the principle theme of any 
Kondratieff winter is the unwinding of debt.  We know that we are 
in the Kondratieff winter, because the great autumn stock bull mar-
ket is finished. That stock bull market peak is always the principal 



indication of seasonal change from autumn into winter, which is the deflationary depression season in the Kondratieff cycle, as it was 
in the three previous cycles in 1837, 1873, 1929.  It’s now the very painful time in the cycle for debt to be expunged from the economy.

The politicians and authoritarian mandarins are always trying to put a good spin on things.  They want us to believe that they have every-
thing under control.  For the most part, however, these are the same people who got us into this debt mess in the first place and they are 
trying to get us out of the debt mess that they sanctioned, by creating even more debt. ‘It’s the debt, stupid,’ and you don’t solve a debt 
problem by creating even more debt.

Since 1998, our economic analyses have been focused on interpreting the Kondratieff cycle and with all due humility, we think we’ve done 
a great job.  Nevertheless, we know that we are only as good as our last call.  So, we continue to believe that this economic depression 
is going to worsen considerably. It is going to be very painful and perhaps frightening.  We are absolutely convinced that economic and 
financial cycles are like all other cycles, governed by nature’s law. Consequently, man is powerless to thwart the inevitability of the pro-
cess.  Moreover, we strongly believe that hubris and a pathological disdain for the ‘Golden Rule’ (Do unto others as you would have them 
to do unto you) deserves extreme retribution. 

We feel sorry for the ordinary Americans, who had nothing to do with the hubristic and in some cases fraudulent actions of such figures 
as Alan Greenspan, Robert Rubin, Larry Summers, Hank Paulson, Timothy Geithner and others and for the greedy bankers like Goldman 
Sachs and JPMorgan, because they all will be caught in the fallout. 

The collusion between the government, the Federal Reserve and big banks is evil.  They are in cahoots and it easy to see why. The 
Federal Reserve is owned by the big banks, including Goldman Sachs.  President Obama’s  financial advisors are mainly Goldman 
Sachs alumni and Tim Geithner at the U.S. Treasury was picked by President Obama’s financial team to succeed Hank Paulson, another 
Goldman alumnus.  “The financial services industry is spending an estimated $1.4 million a day-$600 million since the 2008 crisis-to 
influence Congress, according to a new labour-funded Campaign for America’s future. That’s more than $1 million for every member of 
Congress.” McKenna, Barry;  Globe and Mail, Monday, May 17, 2010. According to Mr. McKenna in the same article, the six largest U.S. 
banks employ 243 lobbyists who used to work for the federal government, including former members of Congress and top White House 
and administration officials.  Goldman Sachs spent $1.1 million (U.S.) in lobbying, during the first three months of this year. As a result,  
the proposed U.S. banking reform is unlikely to have any teeth.

We encourage you to read Matt Taibbi’s several great exposes of this wicked triumvirate.  Matt Taibbi writes in Rolling stone magazine, but 
his stories can be found by googling his name on the internet.  For our part, we have a belief in the law of Karma and as a consequence 
we believe that these entities will receive their just deserts. This is a quote from his latest piece in Rolling Stone, May 13, 2010-“On the 
day the Securities and Exchange Commission filed suit against Goldman Sachs for securities fraud, shares in the company plunged 12.8 
percent, closing at $160.70 (U.S.).  It seemed the market was finally passing judgment on a decade of high-stakes Wall Street skuldug-
gery, which left America threatening Nigeria, Indonesia and Belarus on the list of the world’s most corrupt economies.”

In ‘This Is It’, I wrote the following-“This huge monetary expansion perpetrated by the Federal Reserve has contributed to the biggest 
speculation in every conceivable asset category and has been accompanied by unprecedented, hubris, greed and outright fraud. This 
will be punished and the punishment is likely to fit the crime.” This Is It, Long Wave Analyst Special Edition, November 2007.  Now, the 
chickens are coming home to roost. 

Shortly after the October 1987 stock market crash, which incidentally declined by 22% in one day, President Reagan authorized The 
President’s Working Group on the Markets, now commonly called The ‘Plunge Protection Team’, to forestall any such further huge stock 
market declines.  At this time, the group is very active.  The 1,000 point plunge of the Dow one day last week was arrested and brought 
back to only minus 350 points on the day.  It seems that in the U.S. there’s only one way stock prices are allowed to go and that of course 
is up.  Not long ago, Alan Greenspan was asked what he feared most and he replied he would be most frightened by a plunge in stock 
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prices.  High stock prices make Americans feel wealthy, so they more disposed to spend money and that’s what is required to get the 
economy going again.  Unfortunately, the stock market is in the process of proving Mr. Greenspan’s worst fears. (See Dow 1,000 Is Not 
a Silly Number)

If the officials are so bullish on America, or at least pretend to be, how does the ordinary American see his or her lot?  Almost 80% are 
bearish about the economic outlook and that’s understandable given their recent experience. 

The official U.S. unemployment rate now stands at 9.9%, but typically, like most official numbers emanating from the government, that 
rate is hopelessly optimistic.  Even using the Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS) the real number is 17.5%. This figure includes discouraged 
workers, who have given up looking for a job, marginally attached workers and workers who are forced to work part-time, rather than 
full-time.

Since the start of ‘The Great Recession’ in 2007, 8.7 million jobs have been eliminated and 15.7 million Americans have lost their jobs.

 John Williams at shadowstats .com arrives at a Shadow Government Statistics (SGS) alternate number, which adds long-term discour-
aged workers, who are not counted by the Bureau of Labor Statistics.  The SGS alternate number, is one to which we subscribe, shows 
total U.S. unemployment at close to 22%.  (We are a subscriber to Mr. Williams’ excellent site, which aims to provide the truth in official 
government statistics).

Unemployment in some US cities is staggering. The mayor of Detroit believes that the real unemployment rate in that city is near 50%.

The following link shows the growth of unemployment in the U.S. by county, from January 2007 to January 2010. I think you’ll agree that 
it’s an amazing graphic depiction of the frightening growth in U.S. unemployment and it only uses the government’s official numbers. 
(Thanks to Ursel Doran for this.)

http://cohort11.americanobserver.net/latoyaegwuekwe/multimediafinal.html
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It’s one thing for unemployment to be at such a high rate, but it’s getting much more difficult to find a job.  As of December 2009, there 
were more than 6 million American workers who had been unemployed for more than 27 weeks and who were still seeking work. This was 
double the rate of a year earlier and the highest level since the BLS started tracking such numbers in 1948.

State unemployment funds are in trouble.  More than 25 state unemployment funds are now broke.  This is likely to grow by an additional 
15 states within the next two years and means that the Federal government must provide the money.

The American householder is in trouble; total consumer debt is $13.8 trillion, of which $10.5 trillion is mortgage debt. Unfortunately, 11.3 
million homeowners owe more on their mortgage than their house is worth. That’s almost 25% of Americans with a mortgage and 40% of 
these are underwater by 25% or more. These underwater mortgages are concentrated in a few states including California, where a third 
of the mortgages are underwater, Nevada where a huge 70% of the mortgages are greater than the home value, Arizona, Michigan and 
Georgia. 

According to the Case-Schiller house price index, U.S. house prices rose slightly on a year-over-year basis in February. This has many 
people thinking that the decline in house prices is now behind us; people like Scott Grannis, for example, who recently wrote, “The result-
ing picture becomes quite clear: The great housing market  bust is over and a new growth cycle is underway.”  We don’t agree!

In 2009, a record 2.82 million homes were foreclosed, which was a 21% increase over 2008.  However, it is anticipated that in 2010, 
foreclosures will reach in excess of 3 million homes.  In January 2010, U.S. foreclosure filings rose 15% from a year earlier and exceeded 
300,000 for the 11th. consecutive month.  If it wasn’t for President Obama’s Home Affordability Modification Program, things would have 
been worse.  About 66,000 delinquent loans were permanently modified as of December, 2009 and another 787,000 mortgages are in trial 
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programmes that alter the loan terms.  Michelle Meyer, an economist with Barclays Capital said: “It’s almost inevitable that modifications 
will fail. Over the next several months, we should see REOs increase at an accelerated pace”. Bloomberg.com, February 11, 2010.

The year 2010 will see a significant increase in mortgage resets which should add to the misery of home borrowers. The number climbs 
even higher in 2011 and thereafter, falls to negligible levels. But these resets are all going to come at higher interest rates, which can’t 
be good for beleaguered householders.

If U.S. house prices were to fall back to the levels that they were in 1997, they would drop by 65% from their 2006 peak. So far, they are 
down about 21%. Since we are in the Kondratieff winter depression, we think that they`ll fall even lower. 

Another issue faced by the U.S. consumer is credit card debt, which is at almost $900 billion (U.S.). This is 40% of the total world 
credit card debt. Indeed, 80% of American adults have at least one credit card; many of them have more than 10 credit cards. The 
average amount owed per credit card holder with debt is $16,000. Credit card debt accounts for almost 16% of annual median income.  
According to Fitch Ratings, the U.S. credit card default rate is 11.37%. Clearly the U.S. consumer is not in a position to rekindle the 
economy; there’s no money and employment is scarce. Anyway, there’s no more credit available, because banks have essentially shut 
down lending. 

The main problem faced by U.S. consumers is that their personal income is dropping as evidenced by U.S. government tax receipts.  
David Rosenberg of Gluskin Sheff, wrote recently: “There are classic signs indeed that the recession in the U.S. ended last summer-
output, sales, etc. But the depression is ongoing and the reason we say that is because real personal income, excluding handouts from 
the government, has barely budged. In fact, real organic personal income is nearly $500 billion (U.S.) lower now than it was at the peak 16 
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months ago and this has never occurred before coming out of any technical recession. It is a depression.”  The King Report, M. Ramsey 
King Securities, Inc. Monday May 17, 2010.

Wal-Mart’ s Chief Financial Officer, Tom Schoewe, in a recent conference call said “that more than ever, our customers are living paycheck 
to paycheck and the sharpest increase is seen when paychecks or government payments are issued indicating that people are waiting 
for those to spend.” He also noted that the number of customers on food stamps has increased significantly.

Facing a huge drop in stock prices, which added to the already significant drop in home prices, the poor American consumer, overweight 
in debt and probably unemployed, is in no position to contribute to an economic rebound.

We have written many times before that it is impossible for our leaders to get us out of the debt mess into which they have led us. We 
published a Winter Warning newsletter entitled “It’s the debt, stupid” dated January 11, 2010. For those of you who place your faith in 
our leaders to sort out this debt mess, we are convinced that your faith is completely misplaced. As we have written many times before, 
economic and financial cycles are as natural as are the seasonal cycles, the tides and our own lifetime cycle. So, just as the people in 
charge could neither stop the force of hurricane Katrina, the earthquakes that have been so prevalent this year, the eruption of the Islandic 
volcano; nor can they control the forces that determine the course of financial and economic cycles.  Financial and economic cycles are 
formed by collective human emotion. The cycle of our study, the Kondratieff cycle, essentially spans a human lifetime and the extremes 
of collective human emotion, euphoria and despair occur once in the cycle.

Euphoria occurs at the end of autumn when speculation reaches a fever pitch. (Think back to mid-1999 to early 2000, when dot com 
speculation reached its zenith.) Coincidentally, consumer confidence reached its peak in January 2000, the month that the DJIA peaked; 
the NASDAQ top followed in March. We don’t have a record of consumer confidence during the 1920s, but we are very comfortable with 
the assumption that collective despair was reached at the depths of the depression in 1933.
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As we have written, during the Kondratieff cycle, consumer confidence reaches the two extremes of Euphoria and Despair. After Eupho-
ria confidence subsides, initially into concern which is due to a declining net worth.  From concern, collective confidence moves to fear, 
which is signified by a refusal to open your investment or mutual fund statement because you just don’t want to see just how badly your 
investment portfolio has fared.  Then, from fear the next stage is panic, when you phone your stockbroker or mutual fund salesperson 
and say-“just get me out”.  After panic comes despair, when people just give up. We are now probably at the fear stage in the cycle, panic 
is coming soon, followed by despair.

You can see the confidence cycle along with five additional cycles as they develop throughout a complete Kondratieff cycle, in the chart 
below.

Another criteria I look for is a potential to make ten times my money.  Naturally, these are difficult to find, but I guess over the course of the 
past ten years we’ve had about 8 ten baggers.  Let me give you an example. In May 2002, I purchased shares in accompany for $0.60, 
within about 15 months these shares traded up to $9.50. I think I sold around $7.00 because I couldn’t see another double in the share 
price within the next ten months.

How do I find these stocks. Generally, they have to be at a pretty low price. Obviously, it’s much more difficult to find a ‘ten bagger’, when 
the stock is trading above a dollar. For a share price to increase from a dollar to ten dollars something pretty spectacular has to make 
that happen. Now there are plenty of stocks that have made that kind of share price increase; Alamos, Minefinders, Detour Gold, Allied 
Nevada, Osisko come to mind has having achieved that distinction.

What I look for are shares in companies that have either fallen out of favour or are not yet being followed by the mainstream investors.  
Most investors stop watching companies if over a period of years nothing seems to have been achieved by the company. Yet something 
might develop like a change in management or a new focus on a property, which is not noticed by the investing public, because they’ve 
stopped looking at the company. I’ll give you an example; this particular company became a public company in 2000, with an outstanding 
property portfolio in a district in Mexico. There had been considerable gold and silver production from at least three of the properties going 
back to the time of the Spaniards.  Mexicans continued to mine the properties until the Mexican revolution. The ore was so rich that there 
was a mint in the local town, which is in the centre of this company’s properties.  Anyway, with the money raised at the IPO the company 
began exploration. Unfortunately, rather than concentrate exploration on what might have been considered the most prospective property, 
the company tried exploring all of the properties. This kind of exploration went on over a number of years at a significant cost of capital.  
However,  in the past two years or so, this company has focussed on just one property with some exciting results, but the market doesn’t 
seem to care. The company has been discovering many old production tunnels and stopes.  Besides exploring these many tunnels, the 
company has been drilling to great effect along several veins that have been discovered.  It is starting to show the potential for significant 
tonnage at good grades for both gold and silver. To me, this looks like a potential ten bagger.  Its share price at the moment is in the low 
20 cent range. Notice I use the word ‘potential’, there are no guarantees in the market.

Now let’s look at the duds. I can tell you that I’ve had my share of these and an investment in one particular company lost me a lot of 
money.  Most junior companies fail because of bad management. I’ve been duped by some management into not recognising this failing 
for a long time.  However, the best way to recognise this is when management fails to deliver what they have promised.  So let’s get to an 
example. For this purpose, I’ll use the company that caused me a significant capital loss.

Based on our understanding of the Long Wave principle we have anticipated all of the significant and economic events that are now in 
evidence. In anticipation of these events, which we knew would bring economic, monetary and financial chaos to the world, as far back as 
1999, we urged our readers and our clients to invest exclusively in gold and gold equities. We followed our own advice and needless to 
say we have enjoyed handsome profits. In 2001, the HUI Gold Bugs Index reached a low of $35 (U.S.) Today, it is trading at $450(U.S.), 
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which is an increase of about 13 times. The price of gold also reached a bottom in 2001, a little above $250 (U.S.) per ounce; today gold 
is priced at $1,225(U.S.) per ounce. Meanwhile, the price of the general stock market as measured by the Dow Jones Industrial Average 
is about 1,100 points below its January, 2000 peak.

We continue to recommend investing in gold and gold shares, because the real crisis is only just beginning and the move to gold will 
quicken as the crisis develops. You just have to understand the recent gold buying in Germany to appreciate what people do when the 
crisis hits home.

There is absolutely no bubble in gold at this time. We remember in early January 1980, when the gold price was heading for $850(U.S.) 
per ounce, seeing a picture on the front page of the Globe and Mail, which showed a long line of people outside the main branch of the 
Bank of Nova Scotia in Toronto, waiting for the doors to open so that they could by gold; now that’s a bubble and sure enough the gold 
price collapsed soon afterwards.

For the most part, almost all our gold equity holdings are in junior companies.  We like them there, because we like the leverage.  We have 
been invested in that space since the year 2000.

This is how I handle my investment accounts. I only buy when I can see the potential for a price double within ten months.  Not every stock 
I ever bought has doubled in price in ten months, but I’ll stay with those that haven’t doubled if I can still see the potential for a double in 
the following ten months. When I get a price double, I ask myself can I see another double in ten months and if I can see another double 
I stay with my investment.  Let me give you an example: last July I purchased shares in a company for $0.40; they are now trading at 
$1.40. That’s a 3.5 times move.  Am I selling?  No, because I can see the potential for the share price of this company to double again 
within the next ten months.

Another criteria I look for is a potential to make ten times my money.  Naturally, these are difficult to find, but I guess over the course of the 
past ten years we’ve had about 8 ten baggers.  Let me give you an example. In May 2002, I purchased shares in accompany for $0.60, 
within about 15 months these shares traded up to $9.50. I think I sold around $7.00 because I couldn’t see another double in the share 
price within the next ten months.

How do I find these stocks. Generally, they have to be at a pretty low price. Obviously, it’s much more difficult to find a ‘ten bagger’, when 
the stock is trading above a dollar. For a share price to increase from a dollar to ten dollars something pretty spectacular has to make 
that happen. Now there are plenty of stocks that have made that kind of share price increase; Alamos, Minefinders, Detour Gold, Allied 
Nevada, Osisko come to mind has having achieved that distinction.

What I look for are shares in companies that have either fallen out of favour or are not yet being followed by the mainstream investors.  
Most investors stop watching companies if over a period of years nothing seems to have been achieved by the company. Yet something 
might develop like a change in management or a new focus on a property, which is not noticed by the investing public, because they’ve 
stopped looking at the company. I’ll give you an example; this particular company became a public company in 2000, with an outstanding 
property portfolio in a district in Mexico. There had been considerable gold and silver production from at least three of the properties going 
back to the time of the Spaniards.  Mexicans continued to mine the properties until the Mexican revolution. The ore was so rich that there 
was a mint in the local town, which is in the centre of this company’s properties.  Anyway, with the money raised at the IPO the company 
began exploration. Unfortunately, rather than concentrate exploration on what might have been considered the most prospective property, 
the company tried exploring all of the properties. This kind of exploration went on over a number of years at a significant cost of capital.  
However,  in the past two years or so, this company has focussed on just one property with some exciting results, but the market doesn’t 
seem to care. The company has been discovering many old production tunnels and stopes.  Besides exploring these many tunnels, the 
company has been drilling to great effect along several veins that have been discovered.  It is starting to show the potential for significant 
tonnage at good grades for both gold and silver. To me, this looks like a potential ten bagger.  Its share price at the moment is in the low 
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20 cent range. Notice I use the word ‘potential’, there are no guarantees in the market.

Now let’s look at the duds. I can tell you that I’ve had my share of these and an investment in one particular company lost me a lot of 
money.  Most junior companies fail because of bad management. I’ve been duped by some management into not recognising this failing 
for a long time.  However, the best way to recognise this is when management fails to deliver what they have promised.  So let’s get to an 
example. For this purpose, I’ll use the company that caused me a significant capital loss. 
 
This company had a great property package in Papua New Guinea.  I say had because on account of very poor management, many of 
these properties needed to be sold off to raise money. Anyway, one of the properties was slated to go into small scale production, which 
effectively would have provided the cash for the exploration on the other properties, many of which already had gold discoveries.  The 
slated production was for 35,000 ounces of gold a year. This number has never been achieved, because of the faulty production planning.  
When management was questioned they always promised that the 35,000 ounces would be achieved with added capacity to the produc-
tion process.  However, that couldn’t be done because there was no room to site additional equipment in order to increase the production.  
For every question why there was no progress, management came up with excuse after excuse.  The above, notwithstanding, I stayed 
with my investment in the company, because I believed management and I loved the potential for significant discoveries on at least two 
of the other properties.  Finally, I saw the error of my ways and sold all my shares at about a 60% loss. The stock is now trading about 
50% below the price at which I sold. 

What’s the lesson of this story?  When management fails to deliver on a commitment, sell your stake in the company and buy a company 
that will more than make up your losses, which is what I have been able to do in this case.

At this time, I am not only long my gold equities, but I have also shorted the market by buying ETFs. I have purchased shares in Proshares 
2x Inverse DJIA (DXD-US).

I am confidently sticking to my bear market low for the DJIA at 1,000 points.  Remember we are in extreme times. Kondratieff winters are 
always horrible and this one is by no means over. This winter promises to be worse than its three predecessors all on account of the debt.  
Stock prices will reflect this reality. 

The following is a list of Companies that I like. I should tell you that these companies are paying me a fee to be listed on my website. How-
ever, they are listed, because I have selected them. I have money invested in each of these companies and I am happy to promote them to 
my readers. I will shortly be completing a one page summary outlining why I find these companies attractive investments. We will also link 
you to the news releases that these companies issue and if we deem it necessary we will provide a layman’s interpretation to the release.

Gold Companies that I like.

African Queen Mines Ltd. (AQ.V) www.africanqueenmines.com

Lincoln Mining Corp. (LMG.V) www.lincolnmining.com

Golden Goliath Resources Ltd. (GNG.V) www.goldengoliath.com

Barkerville Gold Mines Ltd. (BMG.V) www.barkervillegold.com
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Millrock Resources Inc. (MRO.V) www.millrockresources.com

Fire River Gold Corp. (FAU.V) www.firerivergold.com 

Full Metal Minerals (FMM.V) www.fullmetalminerals.com

Garibaldi Resources Corp. (GGI.V) www.garibaldiresources.com

Please see: Investing in Junior Mining

Written By: Ian Gordon

Ian A. Gordon, The Long Wave Analyst, www.longwavegroup.com
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or solicitation for, or an offer to buy, any securities.  The opinions and conclusions contained herein are those of Long Wave Analytics Inc. as of the date hereof and are subject to change without notice.  Long 
Wave Analytics Inc. has made every effort to ensure that the contents have been compiled or derived from sources believed reliable and contain information and opinions, which are accurate and complete. 
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”Those who cannot remember the past are condemned to repeat it”. Santayana
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